
Do You Use Literature Online?
Five Reasons to Upgrade to ProQuest One Literature

Twice the Content
ProQuest One Literature doubles the size of Literature Online with content that serves user needs 
across the research, teaching and learning spectrum.

•  The breadth of content simplifies access to literature resources and provides a return on
investment for library budgets.

•  More than 500,000 primary texts, with more than 150,000 titles from diverse and lesser-known
authors, extends the scope of research beyond the Western literary canon.

•  Varied content types—including video and expanded criticism—offer a larger body of relevant
content for literature users.

More Diverse Authors and Works
ProQuest One Literature serves the growing number of scholars and students who seek a 
global, diverse representation.

•  Alexander Street and Chadwyk-Healey collections add depth and diversity to research and
study with collections such as African American Poetry, African Writer Series, Canadian Poetry
and Latin American Women Writers, among many others.

•  Non-English language collections—such as Teatro Español del Siglo de Oro, Brechts Werke
and Digitale Bibliothek Deutscher Klassiker—offer access to important German and
Spanish literature.
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Multi-Format Varied Content: Video, Dissertations and More 
Primary texts, full-text journals, historic literary criticism, videos, dissertations and ebooks help 
researchers and students fully explore the breadth of literary content.

•  More than 1,300 videos help bring literature to life by demonstrating interpretations of
works.

•  Over 30,000 dissertations offer academically reviewed scholarly thinking and extensive
bibliographies.

•  More than 20,000 ebooks provide in-depth critical analysis of primary works, author
biographies and reference.

Expanded Criticism  
ProQuest One Literature includes twice the criticism as Literature Online – offering scholars and 
faculty the context they need for deep research, comparative perspectives and course planning.

•  Over 1,200 journals, bulletins, reviews and interdisciplinary publications offer contemporary
criticism.

•  More than 20,000 sources of historic literary criticism covers 17th through 21st century
authors.

• Full-text book reviews from The Guardian, The New York Times, and The Washington Post.

•  Access to the renowned ABELL index provides 1.1 million bibliographic citations for literary
criticism.

A Literature-Specific User Experience  
ProQuest One Literature continues Literature Online’s legacy of intuitive navigation and curated 
pages allowing for a seamless transition for Literature Online users.

•   Literature-specific indexing brings disparate formats and literary content together and helps
make connections across varied content types.

•  Segmented search results help users survey the scope and size of the body of literature,
criticism and other materials related to their research question.

•  Robust author, literary movement and works pages help contextualize a movement or work,
providing a foundation for course lectures and serving as a starting point for students.
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